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Abstract

1.

This article deals with modeling and analyzing the effects
of dynamic routing protocols in terms of service reachability, configurations, routing and security filters on dynamic
networks in the event of device or link failures. Modeling phase involves modeling of network topology, protocol behaviors, device configurations and filters. For the
modeling, graph algorithms, routing redistribution theory, relational algebra and temporal logics are used. For
the analysis of reachability, a modified topology table is
introduced. This is a unique centralized table for a given
network and invariant for network states. For the analysis
of configurations, a constraint-based analysis is developed
by using XSD Prolog. The behavior of routing, routing
filters and redistribution are analyzed by using the routing information bases. For the analysis of filters, a SATbased decision procedure is incorporated. A part of the
analysis is integrated to a simulation tool at OM N eT ++
environment. Finally, it can be concluded that this article discusses novel approaches, modeling methods and
analysis techniques in the area of dynamic networks.

Network specialists are expected to fulfill customer requirements, while considering the limits of underlined technologies. Therefore, the network design has become a
complex and challenging task. The goal of a proper network design is to provide reliable network services under
acceptable network protection. Network design includes
planning of network topology, network devices, IP addressing and routing, security measures, reachability and
quality of network services, and applications on higher
levels. Once the design phase is finished, the deployment phase is launched. It consists of installation, which
includes physical interconnections of devices, setting up
their configurations, and finally network troubleshooting,
in order to assure network functionality. Identification of
potential problems in early design phase is a challenging
task. This identification requires extra techniques and
methodologies that verify and validate the correctness of
the design process.
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Introduction

The network designers often incorporate various techniques
to minimize failures by configuring the dynamic routing
protocols. These dynamic routing protocols ensure to enable the services via the best available path. When the
network is configured with dynamic routing protocols, the
routers update their routing tables based on the current
network state. Since the failures can change the communication paths and applied filtering rules, there can be
open security threats, which are not visible in the running network state. Therefore, it is difficult to predict
the reachability of different network states.
To overcome the above problems, the research is conducted to find an effective analysis method for evaluating
reachability and security properties on computer networks
configured with dynamic routing protocols.
The static analysis of IP networks was presented in [13]
and they defined a framework that is able to determine
lower and upper approximations on network reachability.
An underlying network model uniformly describes filtering rules, dynamic routing and packet transformations,
e.g. Network Address Translation (NAT) or Type of Services (ToS) remapping. The method computes symbolically a set of packets that can be carried by each link. By
combination of these sets along all possible paths between
two end points, it is possible to determine the end-to-end
reachability. In their paper, the authors also presented
a refinement of both upper and lower approximations by
considering the effect of dynamic routing. It was shown
how to convert dynamic routing information into filtering
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rules in a unifying network model. Algorithms are presented for this conversion and for estimating lower and
upper bounds on reachability. Finally, the problem of
reachability analysis was discussed in larger context by
exploiting possible applications, e.g., analysis of failure
scenarios, validation of design patterns and combination
with dynamic information.
Our routing analysis shares the view of [5]. He explicitly
pointed out the similarity of verification of Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) configurations to program analysis
problem. We also consider a failure model that helps network designers to check whether the routing configuration
can guarantee the availability of network services in the
case of link failures. Even though this method cannot
guarantee the resilience of a network, it can reveal some
configuration errors.
The method described in [7] deals with a simple network
model, which is represented as a bipartite graph where
nodes are routers and networks, and edges are interfaces,
which have associated filters. For modeling of filters, an
abstract packet representation is defined. A packet is described by selected fields from the IP-header. The authors implemented an experimental program called Network Policy Tool. For efficient evaluation, network and
host IP addresses are not treated explicitly, but a symbolic representation is used. A symbolic name is assigned
to a range of IP addresses that are treated in the same
way by the filtering rules. Filtering rules of an Access
Control List (ACL) are converted to a set describing the
meaning of the whole access list.
The implemented evaluation system for configuration validation in [9] employs usual graph algorithms. They used
symbolic method for checking firewall configurations. The
extended configuration validation employs constraint representation over finite domains and constraint solvers, e.g.
Kodkod. A Prolog program was used to check the requirements. It is sufficient to check whether the requirement is
satisfied by a configuration. Moreover, the tool will offer
suggestions for configuration corrections, if the configuration checking fails. This task was implemented with the
help of a constraint solver.

2.

Figure 1: Types of network graphs

• L is a set of L-vertices that represents communication facilities, which are the links connecting intermediate devices,
• EA : R × L ∪ L × R is a set of edges, and
• δ : R → C is a function assigning to each node that
maps device into configurations C.

This graph together with formal definitions of the paths,
link costs and packet headers are called the Abstract Network Model (ANM) and is used for the reachability analysis.

2.2

Filtering Network Model

In this model, graph NF is used as shown in Figure 1.c.
The vertices of type V are represented as squares and the
vertices of type f are represented as circles.

Network Models

This section briefly describes three different network models, which will be used for different analysis process. These
models are used different types of graphs and Figure 1
shows an example of network graph, abstract network
graph and filtering network graph.
Following subsections present the developed network models by using these graphs.

2.1

Abstract Network Model

For formal modeling, graph NA is used as shown in Figure
1.b. The vertices of type L are represented as squares and
the vertices of type R are represented as circles.

Definition 1. Abstract Network Graph NA = hR, L, EA ,
δi, where
• R is a set of R-vertices that represents intermediate
devices,

Figure 2: A device node model

To describe a device by filtering nodes, a device node
model is defined as shown in Figure 2. It interprets a
device node as a collection of filters. Each pair of interfaces of a node has assigned a pair of filters and each
filter is applied to a single direction. Moreover, there is
an internal virtual interface denoted by “x” allowing us to
assign a pair of filters that can apply for terminating or
originating traffic at the node.
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Definition 2. Filtering Network Graph NF = hV, F, EF ,
γi, where
• V is a set of vertices representing communication
facilities,
• F is a set of vertices representing filtering nodes,
i.e., blocks with assigned filters,
Figure 3: Graph transformation
• EF : V × F ∪ F × V is a set of edges that connect
vertices V and F , and
• γ : F × S → F , where F is a collection of filters and
S is a network state description1 .
Filtering network graph together with the definitions of
path, costs, and packet herders form the Filtering Network Model (FNM).This model has many advantages in
terms of modeling different device configurations, advanced
routing configurations, analyzing hidden paths and tunnels. The applications of FNM are detailed under the
constraint-based analysis section.

2.2.1

Graph Transformation

The Graph Transformation Function T from graph NA
to graph NF is defined as below:
T : NA → NF , and T −1 : NF → NA
Graph Transformation (GT) from the network graph to
the abstract network graph is straight forward as below:
• Node(r): A network device (e.g. router) or links
connecting point (switch).

Definition 3. Graph Transformation Given a (typed)
l

r

graph production p = (L ← K → R) and a (typed)
graph G with a (typed) graph morphism m : L −→ G
called the match, a direct (typed) graph transformation
p,m
G =⇒ H from G to a (typed) graph H is given by the
double-pushout (DPO) as shown in Figure 3, where (1)
and (2) are pushouts in the category of (typed) Graphs.

Graph Productions
The network graph transformation can be performed by
using following basic graph productions.
I. Expansion Rule
Production p1 is graphically shown in Figure 4. The main
objective of this production is to group the connected
links of one network device. The vertex (R) represented
by the circle expands along each edge till it meets the
square vertices (V). Since the number of connecting edges
to a vertex can vary, the graphical representation shows
a general instance of a circle vertex connected with v1 to
vi square vertices through edges.

• Link(l): A connection between adjacent nodes.
We allow ourselves to write (li , rj , lk ) ∈ EA for (li , rj ) ∈
EA and (rj , lk ) ∈ EA . Similarly, for EF we can write
(vi , fj , vk ) ∈ EF , if (vi , fj ) ∈ EF and (fj , vk ) ∈ EF .

l

r

1
1
R1 )
Figure 4: Expansion rule, p1 = (L1 ←
K1 →

Transformation from abstract network graph to filtering
network graph is defined using the following graph transformation mappings:
1. L → V , which assigns each L-vertex to a unique
V -vertex:
T (li ) = vi , vi ∈ V and ∀li , lj if T (li ) = T (lj ) then
li = lj
2. R → 2F , which assigns each R-vertex to a set of
corresponding F -vertices:

II. Full-Mesh rule
Once the related square vertices are grouped by the above
rule, the filtering nodes should be introduced. Therefore, all the grouped square vertices are connected in the
manner of full-mesh with filtering vertices by using the
production p2 as graphically shown in Figure 5. For illustration purposes the introduced F -vertices are shown in
black circles.

k
T (rk ) = {fij
| ∀i, j : (li , rk , lj ) ∈ EA }

3. EA → F × V ∪ V × F , which assigns EA ’s to EF ’s:
k
k
T (li , rk , lj ) = (vi , fij
, vj ), (vi , fij
, vj ) ∈ EF and
(li , rk , lj ) = EA
l

Graph transformation with graph grammar
This part briefly describes how Graph Grammar (GG) can
be used for the above GTs. More details on GT by using
GG and its properties can be found in [Chap. 2,3][4].
1

Depending on the link states in the network, the applied filters
will be changed. S is used to map the correct filters from the
filtering nodes based on the network state.

r

2
2
Figure 5: Full-Mesh Rule, p2 = (L2 ←
K2 →
R2 )

III. Termination Rule
This is a special instance of the Full-Mesh rule, which
is when the expanded circle is having only one square
vertex. In this case, the square vertex will be connected to
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a filtering node with virtual interface by using production
p3 as graphically shown in Figure 6. This is applicable
only for the terminating nodes.
OSPF
RIB

Static
RIB

RIP
RIB

i11

l

OSPF
RIB

i21

i22

FIB

FIB

R1

R2

Figure 8: An example of routing instances

r

3
3
R3 )
K3 →
Figure 6: Termination rule, p3 = (L3 ←

An example of the graph transformation from G1 to G2 by
using the above productions is illustrated in the Figure 7.
p,m
It shows G1 =⇒ G2 in three transformations based on the
p1 ,m1
p2 ,m2
p3 ,m3
three rules as G1 =⇒
H1 , H1 =⇒
H2 and H2 =⇒
G2 .

Static
RIB
i12

properties that can be assigned to edges ERIB . This model
is used for the routing analysis.

3.

Network Analysis

3.1

Reachability Analysis

This part describes how formal methods can be used to
check the reachability on dynamic networks. For this
analysis, we use ANM. The approach is to build a centralized table for the analysis and introduce a method for
a compact representation of network states.
The developed formal model is named as Modified Topology Table (MTT) and it is capable of predicting the reachability for any given network state. The MTT consists of
all available paths and respective network states. The
representation of network states that have the common
network behaviors is named as General State (GS). GS is
very important in terms of representing a network with
few independent states and eliminating the state space
explosion during the model checking process. Further,
GS can be used to check the reachability and security
properties (see [3]).
The MTT is used as the input for many analyses. For
reachability analysis, we categorize the devices into two
sets to eliminate the analysis of obvious cases.
Let’s denote Π for all available paths between a given
source and a destination and a single path by π.
Definition 4. Critical Points CP = {Rc , Lc } , where
R represents critical devices and Lc represents the critical links such that Rc = {r | ∀π ∈ Π : r ∈ π}, and
Lc = {l | ∀π ∈ Π : l ∈ π}. CP is a subset of devices and
links, which present along every possible path.
c

Figure 7: GT Example

2.3

Forwarding Device Model

A packet forwarding device (router) is modeled as a collection of routing instances where each maintains its own
routing information base (RIB). Router forwards packets
referring to the forwarding information base (FIB). The
FIB is populated from local RIBs according to a specified
procedure, which is usually a proprietary of each device
vendor. To build the model, in this section, Cisco devices
are considered as the reference platform.
The graph GRIB can be defined based on the network configuration files. Routing information flows form a graph
GRIB = hVRIB , ERIB , Pi, where VRIB is the set of RIBs in the
network and ERIB is the set of adjacencies between RIBs
over which routing information can flow. Set P contains

Definition 5. Universal Points UP={Ru , Lu }, let R0 and
L0 be sets such that R0 = {r | ∃π ∈ Π : r ∈ π}, and
L0 = {l | ∃π ∈ Π : l ∈ π}. The universal devices and links
are complement sets to R0 , and, L0 i.e. Ru = R − R0 , and
Lu = L − L0 .
Let’s assume a set of failed devices Rf and failed links
Lf . Using sets CP and UP, network reachability can be
verified as,
1. If ∃r ∈ Rf such that r ∈ Rc or ∃l ∈ Lf such that
l ∈ Lc , then there is no available path, i.e., the
destination is unreachable.
2. If Rf ⊆ Ru and Lf ⊆ Lu , then topology remains
unchanged and destination is reachable.
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3. Otherwise, MTT will be used to predict reachability
and security properties.
First two border cases, (1) and (2) are easy to determine
and those eliminate the obvious cases. The integration of
the above two cases into a simulation tool and comparison
of obtained results will be discussed in Section 3.5. The
most interesting and the difficult case is (3), which will
be briefly described below.
Definition 6. Packet h protocol : {ip, tcp, udp}, src adr :
IP , src port : (0 . . . 65535), dst adr : IP , dst port :
(0 . . . 65535) i, where IP = {a1 .a2 .a3 .a4 : ai ∈ (0 . . . 255),
i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}}.

5

flow_eq_pt(X,Y):- flow_pt(X,E),flow_pt(Y,E).
flow_eq_src_ip(X,Y):- flow_src_ip(X,E),flow_src_ip(Y,E).
flow_eq_dst_ip(X,Y):- flow_dst_ip(X,E),flow_dst_ip(Y,E).
flow_eq_src_pn(X,Y):- flow_src_pn(X,E),flow_src_pn(Y,E).
flow_eq_dst_pn(X,Y):- flow_dst_pn(X,E),flow_dst_pn(Y,E).
flow_eq_tos(X,Y):- flow_tos(X,E),flow_tos(Y,E).

To represent a network data model and evaluate queries,
we employ a constraint relational algebra as the underlying theory. The constraint relational algebra is equipped
with six primitive operators, namely, set union (∪), set
difference (\), set intersection (∩), projection (π), selection (σ) and rename (ρ). There are derived operators,
where join operator (./) is one of the most useful. For
our purpose, join operator is extended by restricted join
operator :
P

MTT is a set, which consists entries as elements; MTT =
{entry1, entry2, entry3, . . . } and an entry is a sequence
of hsrc adr : IP, dst adr : IP, GS, Cost, P ath, ACLi .
Reachability Property is a combination of an IP header
and a network state that needs to be evaluated.
To predict reachability from MTT, reachability property
should be matched with the src adr, dst adr, network
state with GS, and the permit filtering rule in MTT. If
no match is found, then there is no reachability under the
given network state. More details can be found in [3].

3.2

Constraint-based Analysis

In this section, a reachability model is defined based on
constrained relations. We use XSB Prolog format to describe the implementation.
A Flow constrained relation describes unidirectional flows.
The set of attributes depends on the purpose and the
scope of the analysis. For a compact representation following six basic keys are used:
• src.ip - source IP address,
• dst.ip - destination IP address,
• src.pn - source port for UDP or TCP, unused for
other protocols,
• dst.pn - destination port for UDP or TCP, type and
code for ICMP, unused for other protocols,

R ./ S = {(πI (t), πO (s))|t ∈ R, s ∈ S, p ∈ P :
πO (t) = p ∧ p = πI (s)}

(1)

In this model, vertices are assigned transformation relations Ri ∈ R and edges are assigned filtering relation
Pi ∈ P (see Section 2.2). The transformation relation
defines the connection between input flows and output
flows. The constrained relation R of transformations can
be represented with id, in.*, out.* and constraint.
In this representation, id identifies individual transformations, e.g., R1 . in.* and out.* consist each of six basic
keys that specifies an input flow and an output flow, respectively.
To implement reachability, the predicate flow_reach (Path,
FlowIn, FlowOut) is defined and it is true when for a given
Path, packet flows FlowIn and FlowOut are related by the
reachability relation.
flow_reach([Left,Right],FlowIn,FlowOut) :flow_reach(Left,Right,FlowIn,FlowOut).
flow_reach([Left|[Right|Tail]],FlowIn,FlowOut) :flow_reach([Right|Tail],FlowMed,FlowOut),
flow_reach(Left,Right,FlowIn,FlowMed).

Predicate flow_reach/3 is defined in terms of
flow_reach(Left,Right,FlowIn,FlowOut):
flow_reach(Left,Right,FlowIn,FlowOut) :filter(_Device,Left,in,FlowIn),
filter(_Device,Right,out,FlowOut),
transform(_Device,Left,Right,FlowIn,FlowOut).
flow_reach(Left,Right,Flow,Flow) :edge(Left,Right).

This predicate is true when either:

• pt - IP protocol type, and
• Left and Right are interfaces of the same device and,
FlowIn and FlowOut are permitted to flow through
the device from Left to Right, or

• tos - IP Type of Service.

• Left and Right are interfaces of different devices connected by a link. In this case, the inbound flow is
same as the outbound flow, since we do not assume
that flow alteration on a communication link.2

Flow is defined as a predicate flow/6. Individual fields of
a flow are accessible using the following predicates:
flow_pt(flow(PT,_,_,_,_,_),PT).
flow_src_ip(flow(_,IP,_,_,_,_),IP).
flow_dst_ip(flow(_,_,IP,_,_,_),IP).
flow_src_pn(flow(_,_,_,PN,_,_),PN).
flow_dst_pn(flow(_,_,_,_,PN,_),PN).
flow_tos(flow(_,_,_,_,_,TS),TS).

Also predicates that aid with stating equality on flows or
their fields are defined as:

A path contains a sequence of locations from source location to the target location. It can be computed, for instance, by using the following XSB predicate as inspired
in [10]:
2

Relaxing this assumption would allow to express qualitative parameters of links in the model and their analysis.
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enum_paths(Source,Target,[Source|Path]) :enum_paths(_,Source,[],Target,[],RevPath),
reverse(RevPath,Path),
enum_paths(_,Target,Closed,Target,Path,Path).
enum_paths(edge,Node,Closed,Target,Subpath,Path) :edge(Node,Next),
not member(Next,Subpath),
enum_paths(idge,Next,Closed,Target,[Next|Subpath],Path).
enum_paths(idge,Node,Closed,Target,Subpath,Path) :idge(Device,Node,Next),
not member(Device,Closed),
enum_paths(edge,Next,[Device|Closed],Target,
[Next|Subpath],Path).

This section introduced a constraint model and defined
a reachability relation based on restricted join operator.
Next subsections show how to represent basic ACL and
NAT configurations by using constrained relations.

3.2.1

Access Control Lists

The representation and the evaluation of an ACL by using
a constraint-based method will be illustrated with the aid
of following example.

A set of deny predicates is computed by the same method,
but add operation is executed for deny rules and subtract
operation is executed for permit rules.
acl(deny,F) :- flow_pt(F,X0),protocol_match(ip,X0),
flow_src_ip(F,X1),X1 in [0.0.0.0-255.255.255.255],
flow_dst_ip(F,X2),X2 in [10.10.10.0-10.10.10.255],
flow_src_pn(F,X3),X3 in [0-65535],
flow_dst_pn(F,X4),X4 in [0-65535].
acl(deny,F) :- flow_pt(F,X0),protocol_match(ip,X0),
flow_src_ip(F,X1),X1 in [0.0.0.0-255.255.255.255],
flow_dst_ip(F,X2),X2 in [10.10.11.0-10.10.11.255],
flow_src_pn(F,X3),X3 in [0-65535],
flow_dst_pn(F,X4),X4 in [0-65535].

Deny rules represent the complement of permit rules, thus
checking acl(A,F) for an arbitrary flow F should yield true.
An arbitrary rule of a normalized ACL
[action = a,pt = p,src.ip = s,dst.ip = d,src.pn = r,
dst.pn = q]
is represented as a clause of predicate acl/2:

permit icmp any any echo-reply
permit icmp any any echo
deny ip any 10.10.10.0 0.0.0.255
deny ip any 10.10.11.0 0.0.0.255
permit ip any any

We cannot use ACLs directly for the evaluation, since
they may contain conflicting rules. Therefore, we need to
use an ACL normalization algorithm. ACL normalization
process computes an arbitrary access control list for its
permit and deny predicates. This provides a simple, but
reasonable efficient computation for general ACLs.
The idea of the algorithm behind ACL normalization is
to reorder the rules by:
• adding a rule to normalized set, if action is permit,
or
• subtracting the rule from the normalized rule set, if
action is deny.
Let’s apply this normalization algorithm to our example
ACL. The resulting set of predicates, which is obtained
from ACL normalization consists of four items. Their
encoding as acl/2 is shown below:
acl(permit,F) :- flow_pt(F,X0),protocol_match(ip,X0),
flow_src_ip(F,X1),X1 in [0.0.0.0-255.255.255.255],
flow_dst_ip(F,X2),X2 in [0.0.0.0-10.10.9.255],
flow_src_pn(F,X3),X3 in [0-65535],
flow_dst_pn(F,X4),X4 in [0-65535].
acl(permit,F) :- flow_pt(F,X0),protocol_match(ip,X0),
flow_src_ip(F,X1),X1 in [0.0.0.0-255.255.255.255],
flow_dst_ip(F,X2),X2 in [10.10.12.0-255.255.255.255],
flow_src_pn(F,X3),X3 in [0-65535],
flow_dst_pn(F,X4),X4 in [0-65535].
acl(permit,F) :- flow_pt(F,X0),protocol_match(icmp,X0),
flow_src_ip(F,X1),X1 in [0.0.0.0-255.255.255.255],
flow_dst_ip(F,X2),X2 in [0.0.0.0-255.255.255.255],
flow_src_pn(F,X3),X3 in [0-65535],
flow_dst_pn(F,X4),X4 in [0-0].
acl(permit,F) :- flow_pt(F,X0),protocol_match(icmp,X0),
flow_src_ip(F,X1),X1 in [0.0.0.0-255.255.255.255],
flow_dst_ip(F,X2),X2 in [0.0.0.0-255.255.255.255],
flow_src_pn(F,X3),X3 in [0-65535],
flow_dst_pn(F,X4),X4 in [2048-2048].

First two items were computed from deny rules by excluding their destination address intervals. The last two
items are associated to rules permitting icmp flows.

acl(A,F) :- flow_pt(F,X0),protocol_match(p,X0),
flow_src_ip(F,X1),X1 in s,
flow_dst_ip(F,X2),X2 in d,
flow_src_pn(F,X3),X3 in r,
flow_dst_pn(F,X4),X4 in q.

Predicate protocol_match(+Proto1,+Proto2) is true when
protocol Proto1 carries as its payload protocol Proto2. For
instance, following is valid:
protocol_match(ip,icmp).
protocol_match(ip,gre).
protocol_match(ip,tcp).
protocol_match(tcp,http).

It can be seen that the limitation of the presented approach is in the representation of addresses and port values, since ACL rules contain intervals. However, this
is sufficient, in most cases, ACL configurations contain
wildcard masks specifying intervals. To enable arbitrary
wildcard bits, the addresses need to be specified as sets
of intervals. The extension of this method to cope with
arbitrary wildcard masks for address definitions in ACL
rules is straightforward.

3.2.2

Network Address Translation

This part illustrates constraint-based representation and
evaluation of a static NAT configuration. A static NAT
performs one-to-one static address mapping. An example
of static NAT configuration is shown below:
ip nat inside source static 10.20.22.13 12.34.56.150

Flow based analysis is sufficient in case of the static NAT.
A packet can be either translated by NAT or unchanged,
if its source address does not match in.srp.ip of the
NAT translation. Similarly, for packets in the opposite
direction, it is required to check whether the destination
address matches out.src.ip of the NAT translation.
The encoding of static NAT translation from the above
example is as below:
nat_translation(router,static,forward,X,Y) :flow_src_ip(X,10.20.22.13),flow_src_ip(Y,12.34.56.150),
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flow_eq([pt,dst_ip,src_pn,dst_pn,tos],X,Y).
nat_translation(router,static,forward,X,X) :flow_src_ip(X,SrcIp), SrcIp \= 10.20.22.13.
nat_translation(router,static,reverse,Y,X) :flow_dst_ip(X,10.20.22.13),flow_dst_ip(Y,12.34.56.150),
flow_eq([pt,src_ip,src_pn,dst_pn,tos],X,Y).
nat_translation(router,static,reverse,X,X) :flow_dst_ip(X,DstIp), DstIp \= 12.34.56.150.

The same process can be extended with some modifications for the representation of dynamic NAT and the NAT
with over loading (NAPT).

3.2.3
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S is a predicate that selects such paths, then the formal
definition is as follows:
∀π ∈ Path(m, n), ∀p ∈ P, S(π)∧A(p)∧G(q) =⇒ Rπ (p, q).
To evaluate this expression, it has been translated to a
Prolog query. We assume existence of predicate
path(Source,Target,Path), which enumerates all paths from
Source to Target. The following query enumerates all
paths together with input and output packet flows that
satisfy the path constraints, assumption on inbound flows
and assertion on outbound flows.
path(m,n,P), path_constraint(P), assume(F), assert(G),
flow_reach(P,F,G).

Constraint Queries

This section briefly describes a set of example queries
and the analysis method. We acquired an inspiration
from Flow-based Management Language (FML) [8] and
the ConfigChecker tool that implements BDD based CTL
model-checking [1] of reachability and security properties.
The presented approach allows us to answer reachability queries considering different available paths. We may
also restrict the set of analyzed paths by specifying a set
of assumptions. In gradual complexity, we may ask and
evaluate following questions:

• Will a packet p be delivered along the path π? Formally written as:
Rπ (p, p)
• Will a packet p, originating from a node m, reach a
destination node n? Formally written as:
π

∃π ∈ Path(m, n), R (p, p)
• Can some packets be delivered along a path π? It
means, is this path a kind of deny-all? Formally
written as:
∃p ∈ P, Rπ (p, p)
• Can packets with property Q be delivered along the
path π? Formally written as:
∀p ∈ P, Q(p) =⇒ Rπ (p, p)
All above cases consider reachability in form of Rπ (p, p),
which is nevertheless too restrictive in general. Considering network address translation, the resulting packet q
will not be same as the originating packet p. Instead
some packet’s properties will be modified, but from the
viewpoint of data delivery the packet q is acceptable. We
define A(p) to be a predicate stating the assumed properties on a packet p and G(q) a predicate stating asserted
properties on packet q. The previous questions can be
generalized as follows:
∃π ∈ Path(m, n), ∀p ∈ P, A(p) ∧ G(q) =⇒ Rπ (p, q).
Following formula checks that every possible path can be
used for data transfer:
π

∀π ∈ Path(m, n), ∀p ∈ P, A(p) ∧ G(q) =⇒ R (p, q).
Nevertheless, in practice an interesting checking could be
whether a service is guaranteed under some assumption on
connectivity. This means not only to define properties for
packets, but also to consider properties of paths. Consider

3.3

Routing Analysis

This subsection briefly describes the routing analysis process by using a combination of graph theory and the Routing Information Base (RIB). We have used the forwarding
device model described in Section 2.3. First, we need to
compute the reachability matrix, which contains the best
paths. The matrix is determined for a given forwarding
state induced by the states of the links and devices. The
“cost,path” pair is used to represent a forwarding path in
the reachability matrix. This reachability matrix corresponds to the network-wide view of the Forward Information Base (FIB). The calculation is performed in several
steps as follows:
1. compute network RIBs for static routing information,
2. compute network RIBs for every routing instance,
and
3. (repeated) apply the effects of redistribution and select the best paths for the network FIB.
Static RIB can be obtained by analyzing the router configuration files. Static RIBs are constructed by using the
static routes defined in the routers. When building the
static RIBs, the static route configuration is analyzed and
the adjacency matrix AdjS for every destination S is constructed. If router R has defined a static route for destination S such that the packets should be forwarded by link
L, which connects router Q, then AdjS [R, Q] = 1. A RIB
matrix is computed for every unique adjacency matrix. A
static reachability matrix for destination(s) S, RIBSStatic ,
is initialized with adjacency matrix and then the transitive closure is computed. During the computation, the
usual path concatenation operation is used. Then column RIBSStatic [∗, S] defines all possible forwarding paths
to the destination S from any node in the network. This
matrix defines a reachability graph, which can be discontinued depending on the completeness of information
implemented by static routing configuration (see [12]).
This analysis concludes that:
• It is possible to use standard graph approach to determine the selected paths for routing the packets,
under a static routing configuration and
• For each network, it is necessary to perform independent computation of path matrices unless two
or more networks share the same adjacency matrix.
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Computing all pair shortest paths by using Floyd-Warshall
algorithm [6] has time complexity of |V |3 . As stated
above, we need to perform up to |N | executions of this
algorithm, which is the number of destinations to be analyzed, to determine the reachability of the network. Hence,
the overall complexity is |N | · |V |3 .
The RIBs, which correspond to dynamic routing protocols are named as dynamic RIBs. These dynamic RIBs
are also computed by using the same techniques but in a
different way. Adjacency matrix AdjP
S of routing instance
P for each destination S is determined by analyzing the
adjacency among routing processes within a routing instance. If there are no routing update filters, then it is
sufficient to consider a single adjacency matrix AdjP .
In the presence of routing filters, the filters remove some
destinations from routing updates. Therefore, it is necessary to compute the path matrices for individual networks. If there is a routing filter for network N on the
link between router Rs and Rt , then the adjacency between these two nodes from the adjacency table must be
removed. This approach means to compute a path matrix
for each network, which leads to |V |3 ·|N | time complexity.
This is same as computing static network RIB. However,
in practice neither all networks are filtered nor a single
filter affects multiple networks. Therefore, the computational complexity of the path matrix can be improved by
collecting all networks that are treated in the same way
by these routing filters. The term slice is used to denote
such collection of equally treated networks.

3.3.1

Redistribution Between IGP Instances

This part described the modeling of redistribution when
there are multiple routing instances running on one device. The redistributing information is stored in FIB. The
redistribution process has two main rules:
i) A route can only be redistributed, if it is installed in
router’s FIB.
ii) Even, if a route is redistributed in the routing process
with lower Administrative Distance (AD), this new
route is not installed into router’s FIB.
The computation of network FIB means to implement an
abstract route selection process. Informally, the computation proceeds as follows:
1. Take the lowest priority network RIB and copy all
information to the network FIB. This will initialize
the network FIB.
2. Take a RIB with immediately higher priority and
replace paths in the FIB with existing paths in this
RIB. This corresponds to the selection of route information with less administrative distance. If there
is no path in this RIB then the path from a lower
priority RIB remains in the FIB.
3. For each path in the RIB, we must also check whether
this path can replace a suffix in an existing path in
the FIB. This replacement corresponds to installation of a route with lower administrative distance
on the existing path in the router.
4. Repeat from step 2 for all RIBs.

Once the FIB is constructed, we can determine the communication path for any destination.

3.4

Firewall Policy Analysis

This part presents the analysis of filtering rules. First, a
simple policy language needs to be introduced. Security
policy consists of rules that either permit or deny certain
predefined services. We use Security Policy Specification
Language (SPSL) as defined in [2]:
zone
zone
zone
zone
zone

HALL [10.10.100.0/24];
MGMT [10.10.10.0/24, 10.10.11.0/24];
DEPT_ADM [10.10.200.0/24];
DEPT_1 [10.10.1.0/24];
DEPT_2 [10.10.2.0/24];

service HTTP = TCP [port = 80];
service SSH = TCP [port=22];
service TELNET = TCP [port=23];
policy p1 = deny [telnet,http]([DEPT_1,DEPT_2],[MGMT]);
policy p2 = deny [*]([HALL],[MGMT]);
policy p3 = permit [telnet,ssh,http]([DEPT_ADM],[MGMT]);

Specification of policy p1 is converted to the following
SMT input:
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12

(define-fun p_1 () Bool
; deny [telnet,http]([DEPT_1,DEPT_2],[MGMT])
(and
(= (bvand dst_ip MGMT_MASK) MGMT)
(or (= (bvand src_ip DEPT_1_MASK) DEPT_1)
(= (bvand src_ip DEPT_2_MASK) DEPT_2)
)
(or (and (= pt TCP)(= dst_pn HTTP))
(and (= pt TCP)(= dst_pn TELNET))
)
)
)

The method of translating ACL to SMT input is demonstrated by using the following ACL example.
R
1
2
3
4
5

ip access-list extended example-1
permit icmp any any echo-reply
permit icmp any any echo
deny
ip any 10.10.10.0 0.0.0.255
deny
ip any 10.10.11.0 0.0.0.255
permit ip any any

These five rules permit any icmp echo and echo-reply traffic and forbid other traffic to management network (zone
MGMT). The translation to SMT yields four constant
definitions. The default permit rule is not translated.
(define-fun f1_r1 () Bool
; permit icmp any any echo-reply
(and
(= pt ICMP)
(= dst_pn ECHO_REPLY)
)
)
(define-fun f1_r2 () Bool
; permit icmp any any echo
(and
(= pt ICMP)
(= dst_pn ECHO)
)
)
(define-fun f1_r3 () Bool
; deny ip any 10.10.10.0 0.0.0.255
(and
(= (bvor dst_ip #x000000ff) #x0a0a0aff)
)
)
(define-fun f1_r4 () Bool
; deny ip any 10.10.11.0 0.0.0.255
(and
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(= (bvor dst_ip #x000000ff) #x0a0a0bff)
)
)

Each rule constraints the properties that are explicitly
defined by the rule. Argument any is not represented as
it expresses that the variable is constrained by the valid
range of the corresponding type, which is implicitly enforced by the SMT. The translation of addresses and wildcards are according the following pattern:

3.4.1

9

Encoding as SMT Problem

Consider that fi1_permit and fo1_permit, respectively,
are permit encoding of inbound filter 1 and outbound filter 1. Then the SMT encoding of the problem of checking
violations of policy 1 as follow:

SERVERS
MGMT
11

INET

12

Rc

6

(= (bvor x wildcard) (bvor address wildcard))

5

• If rule r is deny, than its logical representation φr is
added to formula
fdi+1 = fdi ∨ φr .
• If rule r is permit, than its logical representation φr
is combined as
fdi+1 = fdi ∧ (¬φr ).
Note that in the algorithm the construction of formula
is modified such that a single step deals with a range of
rules with the same
W action. Thus, in the case of deny rule,
we have fdi+1 = fdi , φr1 , . . . , φrn . The deny filter for the
example ACL is as follows:
01
02
03
04
05
06
07

(define-fun f1_deny () Bool
(and
(not f1_r1)
(not f1_r2)
(or
(and f1_r4 (= deny 4))
(and f1_r3 (= deny 3)))))

It can be seen that with deny rules there are annotations
referring to ACL rules. These allow inferring information
for counter-examples. Similarly, the permit rule is computed. Line eight contains the representation of permit all
rule. Permit/Deny All rules match all abstract packets,
thus logical representation is constant true.

Rd

10

13

9

HALL
4

Ra

In the presented rules, the second argument is pre-computed
and appears as a constant.
To verify policy, the ACL representation should be converted as a composition of these individual rules. Same
process can be used to create two partial filters. The deny
filter, denoted as f1_deny, is a Boolean formula, which
is satisfied for all denied abstract packets. Likewise, the
permit filter, denoted as f1_permit, is a Boolean formula,
which is satisfied for all permitted packets. This splitting
is used to simplify the process of verification and finding
counter-examples. The general method for computation
of permit and deny filters are presented as an algorithm.
We will explain the algorithm by using an example of deny
filter. The list of ACL rules is processed in a reverse order.
The deny filter formula is constructed in several steps, the
result of each step is denoted as fdi . Initially, fd0 is empty.
Then the formula fdi+1 is constructed as follows:

8

7

1

3
2

DEPT_ADM

DEPT1

DEPT2

Figure 9: Example network of an organization

(declare-const path (Array Int Bool))
;path 1 = DEPT_1 -> 2 -> 4 -> 9 -> 12 -> MGMT
(define-fun fp1_permit () Bool
(and fi2_permit fo4_permit fi9_permit fo12_permit))
;path 2 = DEPT_1 -> 2 -> 5 -> 7 -> 8 -> 10 -> 12 -> MGMT
(define-fun fp2_permit () Bool
(and fi2_permit fo5_permit fi7_permit fo8_permit
fi10_permit fo12_permit))
;path 3 = DEPT_2 -> 3 -> 4 -> 9 -> 12 -> MGMT
(define-fun fp3_permit () Bool
(and fi3_permit fo4_permit fi9_permit fo12_permit))
;path 4 = DEPT_2 -> 3 -> 5 -> 7 -> 8 -> 10 -> 12 -> MGMT
(define-fun fp4_permit () Bool
(and fi3_permit fo5_permit fi7_permit fo8_permit
fi10_permit fo12_permit))
; checking violations for policy 1
(assert (or
(and fp1_permit p1 (select path
(and fp2_permit p1 (select path
(and fp3_permit p1 (select path
(and fp4_permit p1 (select path

1))
2))
3))
4))))

We use an array to remark that paths violate the policy.
The evaluation of SMT problem leads finding a counter
example in case of a policy rule violation. The presented
encoding brings any counter example depending on the
run of SMT algorithm.

3.4.2

Most-General Counter Example

We define the problem of finding the most general counter
example as a problem of finding the largest subset of a rule
set that violates a security policy. The idea of finding
the greatest number of paths that violates the policy rule
is based on binary search procedure that guarantees to
find the result in log2 N steps. The search environment
is initialized by introducing a counter array, which keeps
the number of paths violating the policy rule. An index
in the array is computed as follows:
sums [i] := sums [i − 1] + if path[i] then 1 else 0

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

(define-fun f1_permit () Bool
(or
(and f1_r1 (= permit 1))
(and f1_r2 (= permit 2))
(and
(not f1_r3)
(not f1_r4)
(and true (= permit 5)))

This initialization is encoded as follows:
(define-sort SumT () (Array Int Int))
(declare-const sums SumT)
(assert (= (select sums 0) 0))
(assert
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Nodes
Paths
Time(Sec)
Nodes
Paths
Time(Sec)

(forall ((i Int))
(ite (select path i)
(= (store sums i (+ (select sums (- i 1)) i)) sums)
(= (store sums i (select sums (- i 1))) sums)
)
)

≤16
≤7502
≤01
21
157344
15

17
13776
02
22
289370
31

18
25314
03
23
532202
55

19
46534
04
24
978838
95

20
85562
08
-

)

Note that it is better to unwind the f orall statement to
avoid dealing with quantifiers. The iteration consists of
several steps for i by asserting

Table 1: Time consumption for building MTT
Total number of packet loss
Error Rate
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
0%
0
0
2%
5311
4806
5%
11466
10628
10%
24941
28554
Total convergence delay [ms]
Error Rate
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
0%
0.364
0.351
2%
0.561
0.353
5%
0.429
0.448
10%
-

(assert (= (select sums n) i)).
Here, n is the total number of paths. Reading sums [n]
means to get a number of satisfied paths. The iterative
steps are guided by the result of SAT checking for the
current instance.

3.5

Scenario 3
0
4059
8895
27462
Scenario 3
0.402
0.425
0.697
-

Analysis with Simulation Tools

This part gives an overview of the simulation process.
From the device configurations, the network topology,
IP addresses, routing protocols and firewall rules can be
extracted. Then this extracted information is saved in
the form of XML format. This XML description is then
turned into a formal model for formal analysis and into
a simulation model in OM N eT ++ specification [11], see
Figure 10.

Table 2: Measured values
program is capable of generating results in satisfactory
time scale. We tested the prototype implementation with
examples of real network configurations. The observation
showed that the running time and memory requirements
were negligible. A task for future work is to evaluate the
method on larger examples and check limitations of the
method.
The results of the static routing shows that the communication paths can be identified with the computational
cost of |N | · |V |3 . This is for computing the adjacency
matrix and then the path matrix, which is the base of our
approach. It has been shown that computing the dynamic
RIBs also has the same complexity. Since the complexity
is increasing with the number of routing filters, the slicing
method is suggested to improve the complexity.

Figure 10: Structure of the analysis process
Since the effects of the elements in CP and UP are well
defined, we use simulation tool to analyze the network
elements that do not belong to those two sets. In addition, time parameters such as delays between consequent
failures and convergence delays are examined. The combination of formal methods and simulation enables us to
develop a satisfactory model to analyze the dynamic behaviors of networks.

4.

Results and Discussion

Different test runs showed, MTT predicts the reachability and security properties that are matching with the
expected results. To check the scalability, a ring lattice
type network was simulated by increasing the number of
nodes, and measured the time consumption to generate
MTT. Testing was done on 2xDual Xeon Core2/3GHz
with 8 GB RAM machine and the obtained results are
shown in Table 1.
This result shows the scalability of MTT. A comparison
of computational complexity with pre-computed routing
table’s method can be found in [3].
The constraint-based analysis was implemented by using
a Prolog program. The developed program was able to answer the questions based on the queries mentioned. This

We experimentally implemented the proposed SAT-based
method by using Z3 SMT tool as the underlying decision
procedure. The results obtained by executing this method
on different sizes of rule sets. This concludes that this
method is feasible for real size problems.
The simulation was focused on analyzing service reliability as expressed by packet losses and network survivability
as expressed by convergence delays. Simulation was run
on simulation tool OM N eT ++ version four. The Czech
academic network was simulated by using this simulation
tool. Changing links status of selected links, three different simulation scenarios were simulated to get mean
values and the results are shown in Table 2. There is
no significant convergence delay on the loss-less situation
when the packet loss rates of links are below 10%. If the
link error rates are above 10%, then the updated packets
get lost more often from all neighbors and the convergence
time is prolonged. If each link has error rate 2%, then the
overall packet lost rate of the path will be roughly 6%.
However, in case of link failures, the data can travel using
different paths with bigger overall error rates.

5.

Conclusions and Future work

This section concludes the research work in terms of assumptions, drawbacks, strong decisions and the contributions to the industry. The future work gives an outline in
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terms of unachieved objectives, new open research from
the findings, and further improvements required before
applying these methods to the industry.
The developed abstract network model is an extension of
the commonly used network model. The implementation
of filtering network model is an innovation and modeling
devices as active nodes is a new approach.
Identification of graph grammar for graph transformation
is an appropriate selection. Since the transformation can
be performed by using three simple rules, it is easy to
observe the transformation visually and easy to automate
the process.

[3]

[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]

The Modified Topology Table (MTT) contains complete
state space and all communication paths of a network;
therefore, it enables us to predict the validity of networkwide reachability properties, which means that the MTT
is a global representation of a network and can be used
as an input for other analysis purposes.

[8]

Selection of the constraint-based method to interpret different device configurations based on the concept of active
node is a new approach. This method can be extended to
represent functions of application servers by adding more
attributes to the constrained relations. An interesting future work will be to extend this approach with modeling
content changes and content-based analysis.

[10]

Modeling with forwarding devices gives better opportunities to embed more routing behaviors such as building routing information bases, generating forwarding information bases, manipulating redistribution process and
integrating impact of routing filters. Future work should
focus on implementing a SAT-based analysis method to
automate the routing analysis process.
The presented verification method on firewall policy analysis aims at validating network design against the security and configuration flaws. This verification technique
is based on SMT supported by SAT-based decision procedure. This enables to validate global security policy in
different network conditions.
In summary, this article showed analysis of reachability,
configuration, routing and firewall rules on dynamic networks by using three different network models.
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